ACP PUTS THE “FREE” IN BRIT RAIL’S FREEDOM OF SCOTLAND TRAVELP ASS
FREE DAY OF TRAVEL OFFERED FROM AUGUST 17 TO SEPTEMBER 30, 2010
MONTREAL, CANADA

AUGUST 17, 2010

If your focus falls on beautiful Scotland this autumn then you’re in luck because A - the BritRail
Freedom of Scotland TravelPass is the perfect companion to explore Scotland to its fullest, from
Edinburgh, to Glasgow, to Aberdeen, to Stirling, to the Highlands and beyond, and B – if you purchase
your pass between August 17th and September 30th you get an extra day of travel – absolutely free!
The BritRail Free Day limited time offer will extend your BritRail Freedom of Scotland TravelPass by an
additional day of rail travel, valid in Standard Class Adult and Child fares, for either 4 days within 8
days or 8 days within 15 days, plus one of course! These flexible travel days offer great value, as
BritRail pass-holders can take multiple journeys on the same day, hopping on and off trains, hasslefree. This unparalleled flexibility provides endless options, allowing you to stay for a few more days in
a particular city, or to add an extra destination to your itinerary. Not to mention rail travel throughout
Scotland provides for some of the best scenic experiences available, from breathtaking landscapes of
the Highlands to rugged coastal views. Imagine the view through your train window!
Passengers will also enjoy travelling on UK’s National Rail Network with a BritRail Pass, as it’s the
most convenient and economical way to explore Britain, thanks to its fast and frequent service and
environmentally friendly advantages. To browse the full range of rail passes and tickets offered by
ACP Rail visit www.ACPRail.com.
In addition, please stay tuned for BritRail’s Low Season Discount, available from September 1st for
travel between November 1st, 2010 and February 28th, 2011 where customers receive up to 20% off
popular BritRail Passes. Interested in reading other exciting travel stories? Please visit
www.acprail.com/blog to browse what’s new in Great Britain and other top rail destinations.
ACP Rail International, a division of ACP Marketing, is an established world leader in the marketing
and distribution of International rail products to travel agents, tour operators and consumers. ACP Rail
International is the exclusive, global BritRail distributor and boasts other key rail partners that include
Eurail, DB, Trenitalia, Rail Australia, Japan Rail and many more.
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